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                                   FIRST TERM ENGLISH EXAM 

Text : 

    In my town, there is only one shopping mall. It’s a very large place though and you 

can spend all day there. It has got over 50 shops, 10 fast food restaurants and 4 coffee 

shops. It also has a really big supermarket next to the movie theatre. In the mall, there is 

also a fun place for small children to play while their parents are shopping. It is called 

kinderland, it is near the main door and kids can dress up, play, read books or draw 

pictures there. 

   I often go with my friends to the mall on the weekend. We usually get something to 

eat or drink at the Food Court. Also, we like to watch a movie in the movie theatre which 

is located on the top floor opposite Elmer’s Hair Salon.                                                            

                                                                                                                         www.eslprintables.com 

Part one : A/ Reading Comprehension (06pts) 

Task one : Read the text and choose the right answer (02pts) : 

1- The text is about describing a………………  

         a-  school       b- house         c- mall 

2- The shopping mall has a supermarket ………………the movie theatre                 

a- opposite   b- next to        c- near 

Task two : Read again and write  « true » or « false » (02pts) : 

- The shopping mall is a very small place. 

- There is no fun place for children to play in the mall. 

- The movie theatre is located on the top floor. 

- It is opposite Elmer’s Hair Salon. 

Task three : Match each word with its synonym (02pts) :  

 

 

            Word            Synonym 

1- Town 

2- Large 

3- Mall 

4- Next to 

a- market 

b- big 

c- close to 

d- city 
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B /Mastery of language(06pts) 

Task one : Classify the following food items in the table below (02pts) : 

    Coffee-tomato-orange-flour 

                Countable Nouns             Uncountable Nouns 

  

 

Task two :Fill in the gaps with « some » or « any » (02pts) : 

A : Let’s go shopping this afternoon. 

B : Are there………potatoes in the cupboard ? 

A : No, there aren’t ………….but there are…………..carrots. 

B : Do we need………..flour or eggs ? 

Task three : Cross (×) the silent letter in each word (02pts) : 

- handsome- honest- grandma- where 

Part two : Situation of integration (08pts) 

  Your mother asks you to buy some food items from the market to prepare a cake. Use 

this Shopping list and ask the shop assistant what you need.  

 Use quantifiers  and the question words (how much ? how many ?) 

 

Me :  …………………………….. 

Shop 

assistant :……………………………………………………… ? 

Me :……………………….,…………………and………………… 

Shop assistant :……………………….oranges……………………  

Me : I …………………………………………………….. 

Shop assistant : And ……………………………..milk and flour  

…………………………………………? 

Me :…………………………………………………………………… 

Shop assistant : Is that all? 

Me : yes,………………………….......................................................? 

Shop assistant : They are 400 dinars. 

Me : Here you are………….………………. 

Shop assistant : You are welcome 

Shopping List 

 3 oranges 

 Milk( 1bottle) 

 Flour (2 kilos) 
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